I. INTRODUCTION

Patent layering is a deeply contentious practice. Popular among pharmaceutical innovators, it involves patenting multiple aspects of, or incremental improvements to,
a single drug, so that the last patent expires well after the first. To proponents of patent layering, it offers a commercial incentive for the research and development of new, innovative drugs. To critics, it is a reward for non-innovation, one that affects public health by impeding the introduction of low-cost, generic drugs to a market. In low-income countries, critics argue, patent layering can deny patients access to what may be affordable, life-saving treatments.

For much of the twentieth century, patent layering was a non-issue in low-income countries and in states with thriving generic drug industries; patent laws in these countries simply prohibited all pharmaceutical product patents. This is no longer the case. The Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement, which came into force in 1995, requires all one hundred and fifty-nine members of the World Trade Organization (WTO) to grant pharmaceutical product patents, and a web of agreements that implicate intellectual property, including over three thousand international investment agreements (IIAs), protects foreign drug manufacturers from the expropriation of these patents.

Given this global patent protection landscape, countries that wish to restrict patent layering are often limited in the options that they can pursue.

---

Amidst this landscape, this note examines India’s unique law against patent layering, and holds it up as a successful model for countries that wish to restrict the practice in a legal environment that makes it increasingly difficult to do so. The note argues that India’s law complies with TRIPS, and, unlike several alternative means of curbing patent layering, also complies with the obligations that most IIAs impose on states.

This note also takes stock of the global response to India’s law, focusing on the patent laws of other countries, and on several post-TRIPS preferential trade agreements that implicate patent law. The note ends by highlighting two emerging trends: developing countries that wish to curb patent layering are taking note of India’s law, and at least two countries—the Philippines and Argentina—have adopted similar provisions. Meanwhile, the United States and the European Union, which are home to many pharmaceutical innovators, continue to push for greater global patent protection through preferential trade agreements with other countries. A leaked draft of one agreement currently under negotiation—the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement—includes a provision that explicitly requires signatories to allow exactly what the Indian law prohibits, down to the choice of words. This reveals that supporters of patent layering aim to shape the global patent protection landscape in a manner that curbs the spread of India’s anti-patent layering law.

The law in question—Section 3(d) of the India Patents (Amendment) Act of 2005—has achieved global notoriety following the Swiss pharmaceutical giant Novartis’ unsuccessful and heavily-publicized challenge of it in India’s courts. In the wake of Novartis’ legal battle, a small set of scholars has defended Section 3(d), arguing that the law is TRIPS-compatible. Their analyses are incomplete—a defense
of Section 3(d) should discuss its interaction with other agreements that implicate intellectual property, as TRIPS forms only a part of the global patent protection landscape. Their analyses are also India-centric, as they do not consider the implications of other countries adopting the Indian law. By discussing Section 3(d)’s interaction with IIAs, and highlighting its effect on the global patent protection landscape, this note aims to both supplement and further the legal scholarship surrounding the law.

Part II of this note introduces the debate over patent layering. Part III follows with an introduction to the global patent protection landscape. Part IV briefly calls attention to the challenge of limiting patent layering amidst this landscape, before Part V demonstrates how Section 3(d) successfully meets this challenge. Part VI then discusses the global response to Section 3(d).

II. THE DEBATE OVER PATENT LAYERING

A. An Introduction to Patent Layering

Patents grant their holders a period of market exclusivity over a product or process.\(^{16}\) Pharmaceutical innovators in particular rely on this incentive, since their products may not be commercially viable in the absence of a period of market exclusivity. This is because drug development requires substantial upfront investment, but drugs themselves are often relatively straightforward to copy.\(^{17}\)

Given the relationship between patent protection, market exclusivity, and commercial returns in the pharmaceutical industry, pharmaceutical innovators use a number of practices to extend the period of patent protection available to their products—these practices are collectively referred to as patent evergreening.\(^{18}\)

---


One particularly popular form of patent evergreening—the practice known as patent layering—involves successively patenting multiple aspects of, or improvements to, the same drug. For example, a drug manufacturer may, having patented a drug, seek several patents to cover its active ingredient, its formulations, and its chemical intermediates, or may seek to patent incremental improvements to the drug.\(^{19}\)

If the manufacturer obtains each of these patents a few years apart, it may be able to extend the period of market exclusivity that it has over a drug well past the expiration of its first product patent. The longer a drug manufacturer enjoys market exclusivity, the greater its commercial returns from a single drug.

B. Arguments for and against Patent Layering

Supporters of patent layering and other forms of patent evergreening point out that it rewards pharmaceutical innovation, and thus encourages drug manufacturers to make the significant investments necessary to develop new, innovative treatments.\(^{20}\) Supporters of patent evergreening also note that pharmaceutical innovation is incremental in nature. A patent system that allows drug manufacturers to patent incremental innovations allows them to pursue ambitious research goals, safe in the knowledge that a series of patents will protect each step along the way.\(^{21}\)

Critics of patent evergreening dismiss these arguments. First, they observe that increased patent protection for pharmaceutical innovators does not necessarily lead to greater innovation: there has been a decline in the development of new chemical entities for pharmaceutical use over the past decade, even as the TRIPS agreement has ensured an unprecedented level of international patent protection to branded drug manufacturers.\(^{22}\)

Second, critics note that most new chemical entities that are patented do not represent genuine therapeutic innovation, but instead present therapeutic effects

---

\(^{19}\) See Amin & Kesselheim supra note 2.

\(^{20}\) See SCHACT & THOMAS, supra note 3.


similar to those produced by existing drugs; it is questionable if such “incremental innovations” necessarily lead to new therapeutic breakthroughs.\footnote{See, e.g., Bruce M. Psaty & Rita F. Redberg, Evidence of Pharmaceutical Innovation and Therapeutic Enthusiasm, 172 ARCHIVES OF INTERNAL MED. 683, 683 (2012).}

Third, critics point out that even if pharmaceutical innovation is resource-intensive, drug manufacturers have more than enough resources to pursue such innovation, regardless of whether patent evergreening is allowed. A recent study published in the\footnote{See Donald W. Light & Joel R. Lexchin, Pharmaceutical research and development: what do we get for all that money?, BRITISH MED. J. ONLINE (Aug. 7, 2012), available at http://www.bmj.com/content/345/bmj.e4348?ijkey=Y1g4ZVUIm1hrXO1&keytype=ref.} British Medical Journal\footnote{See id.} notes that branded drug manufacturers spend an average of 1.3% of their revenues on discovering new therapies (compared to 25% of revenues on marketing).\footnote{See Paine, supra note 1, at 488.} The study goes on to show that while the cost of pharmaceutical research has risen greatly over the past decade, drug company revenues have increased six times faster.\footnote{See Ranit Mishori, Why are generic drugs cheaper than brand-name ones?, WASH. POST (July 11, 2011), available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/why-are-generic-drugs-cheaper-than-brand-name-ones/2011/07/05/gIQAwZdL9H_story.html.} Thus, to critics of patent evergreening, the market exclusivity granted to a drug by a single patent is more than enough reward for pharmaceutical innovators.

The arguments against patent evergreening gain potency from evidence that evergreening practices may have negative implications for public health. By extending drug inventors’ market exclusivity, patent evergreening practices impede generic drug manufacturers from releasing reverse-engineered versions of branded drugs.\footnote{Henry G. Grabowski and Margaret Kyle, Generic Competition and Market Exclusivity Periods in Pharmaceuticals, 27 MANAGERIAL DECISION ECON. 491, 491 (2007).} Generic drugs are cheaper than their branded equivalents, partly because their manufacturers need not invest in developing or marketing original drugs,\footnote{Ganapati Murdur, Indian Patients Go to Court Over Cancer Drug, 329 BRIT. MED. J. 419, 419 (2004), available at http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?tool=pubmed&pubmedid=15321889.} but also because the introduction of these drugs leads to price competition between various drug manufacturers.\footnote{See id.} Thus, a measure that impedes the introduction of generic drugs to a market will keep drug costs high for consumers, and thereby limit their access to what may sometimes be life-saving treatments. This effect is especially striking in low-income nations: in 2003, when the Swiss pharmaceutical giant Novartis gained market exclusivity in India for its leukemia drug Glivec, and was able to enjoin generic drug manufacturers from selling Glivec copies in the country, the cost of the drug went up tenfold.\footnote{See supra note 26.} In a country with little health insurance coverage and a per
capita income below $1,500,\textsuperscript{30} Novartis set the annual price for Glivec at a staggering $26,000.\textsuperscript{31}

Countries may oppose patent evergreening for more than just drug accessibility concerns. Low- or middle-income countries that have thriving generic drug industries, such as India, China, and Brazil, might want to limit patent evergreening simply to enable local generic drug makers to release reverse-engineered copies of these products without fear of legal repercussion.

Within many major economies, both advocates for and critics of patent evergreening make their arguments known on the national stage.\textsuperscript{32} Internationally, however, high-income countries with established branded drug manufacturers side with these manufacturers in favor of patent evergreening, while low-income countries—especially those with indigenous generic drug industries—and non-government organizations that work on drug accessibility issues side against patent evergreening practices.\textsuperscript{33}

Countries in favor of patent layering, such as the United States, have helped shape the present global patent protection landscape, which provides branded drug manufacturers unprecedented levels of patent protection, through bilateral and multilateral trade and investment agreements. Countries that operate in this landscape, but wish to limit patent layering, must craft anti-layering laws that comply with their obligations under these agreements, even as pro-patent layering countries push for new international agreements that more explicitly protect the practice.


\textsuperscript{32} The United States and European Union, home to most of the world’s largest branded drug makers, are also home to some of the world’s largest generic drug makers. See PHARMAINTELLECT, \textit{Top 20 Generic Companies in the World}, http://www.pharmaintellect.com/2011/04/ww-generic-drug-sales-in-2009-top-20.html (last visited Nov. 10, 2012).

III. THE GLOBAL PATENT PROTECTION LANDSCAPE

A. The Emergence of TRIPS

Although multilateral treaties on patents have existed since the late nineteenth century,\(^34\) for much of the twentieth century, countries that opposed pharmaceutical product patents simply disallowed such patents.\(^35\) In the mid-1980s, as many as fifty countries prohibited pharmaceutical product patents; this list included a few developed countries, such as Spain and Portugal, but consisted primarily of large middle- and low-income nations, such as Brazil, India, Mexico, and Egypt.\(^36\) Around this time, industries across a variety of sectors in the United States claimed that they were suffering heavy losses because of the absence of adequate intellectual property protection in foreign markets. The U.S. International Trade Commission confirmed these claims, estimating that American firms were losing about $50 billion a year from lack of overseas intellectual property protection.\(^37\) This led American businesses to call upon their government to seek greater intellectual property protection in international trade agreements.\(^38\)

When the Uruguay Round of multinational trade negotiations began in 1986, the United States mounted a campaign that succeeded in adding “Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights,” or TRIPS, to the agenda.\(^39\) Low-income countries were initially reluctant to join a binding intellectual property agreement—negotiators from these countries worried about drug accessibility issues, and saw no benefit in a global intellectual property regime that rewarded innovation that largely came from developed nations.\(^40\) However, the promise of gains in other trade areas, coupled with practices such as the United States’ use of its domestic law to undertake trade


\(^{35}\) See Correa, Robert P. Merges & John F. Duffy, supra note 5.


\(^{37}\) See Adronico O. Adele, Origins and History of the TRIPS Negotiations, in Trading in Knowledge 23, 24 (Graham Dutfield et al. eds., 2003).

\(^{38}\) The American pharmaceutical industry was particularly instrumental in lobbying for greater intellectual property protections. See id.

\(^{39}\) See id. at 25.

\(^{40}\) See id. at 30–32.
retaliation against states with “unfair” intellectual property laws, eventually persuaded these countries to join such an agreement.\footnote{See id.}

On January 1, 1995, the Uruguay Round of negotiations ended with the establishment of the WTO, whose members were all required to sign on to the new, binding TRIPS agreement.\footnote{See WORLD TRADE ORG., Overview: The TRIPS Agreement, http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/intel2_e.htm (last visited Nov. 10, 2012).}

Section 5 of Part II of this agreement covers patents, and Articles 27 and 28, which form the core of this section, grant pharmaceutical innovators strong patent protections. Article 27 establishes a ceiling for patentability requirements, by requiring that patents be available “for any inventions . . . in all fields of technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application.”\footnote{See TRIPS, supra note 7, art. 27.} The article confirms that TRIPS requires all its signatories to allow pharmaceutical product patents. Article 28, which defines the rights conferred by a patent, prohibits third parties from “making, using, offering for sale, selling or importing” a product that is patented without the consent of the patent holder.\footnote{Id. at art. 28.} It thus prevents generic drug manufacturers from infringing upon pharmaceutical product patents. Together, Articles 27 and 28 of TRIPS establish an international patent protection regime for pharmaceutical products. Over seventy countries signed on to TRIPS at the start of 1995, including Spain, Portugal, Brazil, India, Mexico and Egypt.\footnote{See WORLD TRADE ORG., MEMBERS AND OBSERVERS, supra note 6.} Today, with one hundred and fifty-nine TRIPS signatories, Articles 27 and 28 enjoy near-universal authority.\footnote{See id.} Signatories that violate these Articles, or any other part of the TRIPS agreement, can be brought before the WTO’s dispute resolution body, which may allow other signatories to impose retaliatory trade sanctions.\footnote{“[T]he Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes (DSU) has been the most venerated aspect of the Uruguay Round Agreements.” Ruth Okediji, TRIPS Dispute Settlement and the Sources of (International) Copyright Law Part II, 49 J. OF COPYRIGHT SOC. OF THE U.S.A. 585, 595 (2001).}

The patent protections granted by Articles 27 and 28, however, have their limits. First, Article 27 does not define the terms “new,” “inventive step,” and “industrial application.” TRIPS signatories are thus free to define these terms in a way that makes it difficult to obtain pharmaceutical product patents.\footnote{See UNCTAD-ICTSD, RESOURCE BOOK ON TRIPS AND DEVELOPMENT, 359–61 (2005).} Second, Article 27 permits exclusions from patentability where necessary to protect \textit{ordre public} or
morality. However, this exclusion cannot be made “merely because the exploitation is prohibited by [a state’s] law,” and it must be linked to a complete ban on the commercial exploitation of the excluded invention. This is a very narrow limitation, since it allows TRIPS signatories to prohibit pharmaceutical product patents only if all pharmaceutical products in the country are produced and distributed non-commercially. Additionally, a signatory’s decision to use this exclusion is subject to a WTO panel’s scrutiny. Third, Article 31 of TRIPS limits the scope of Article 28 by allowing signatory governments to undertake compulsory licensing schemes for patents if they meet a set of conditions. Compulsory licensing occurs when a government licenses, or permits a third party to license, a patent holder’s exclusive right to use, manufacture, import or sell its patented invention, without the patent holder’s consent. Article 31 allows TRIPS signatories to license branded drug manufacturers’ product patents to generic drug companies without the former’s consent, for such reasons as poverty or high incidence of disease. However, signatories that undertake compulsory licensing are required to pay patent holders “adequate remuneration.”

Although TRIPS has provided branded drug manufacturers with an unprecedented level of international patent protection, this protection comes with limits. The limits discussed above show that TRIPS signatories have several mechanisms at their disposal to restrict the market exclusivity available to drug manufacturers. Low-income TRIPS signatories are likely to employ these mechanisms: the WTO’s 2001 Doha Declaration, proposed by a number of low-income countries, declares that the TRIPS agreement “can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of WTO members’ right . . . to promote access to medicines for all.”

B. Patent Protection under the International Investment Regime

TRIPS constitutes only one aspect of the global patent protection landscape. For the past five decades, countries have been entering into bilateral and multilateral
investment treaties. Today, there are over three thousand such international investment agreements (IIAs), and over one hundred and eighty countries have entered into at least one such agreement.\textsuperscript{56} IIAs enshrine an assortment of standards for the treatment of foreign investors and their investments. They protect investments made by one party’s investors from direct and indirect expropriation by another party, guarantee each party’s investors fair and equitable treatment, and protect foreign investors on the basis of most-favored-nation and national treatment principles.\textsuperscript{57} Moreover, IIAs allow aggrieved foreign investors to directly settle their disputes with a host state through arbitration.\textsuperscript{58}

Given the ubiquity of IIAs, and the multinational nature of many pharmaceutical innovators, states that look to limit the patent protections available to pharmaceutical innovators ought to be aware of their obligations under these agreements. Most IIAs consider patents to be an investment, and protect the foreign investors that directly or indirectly own patents in a country from the expropriation of their intellectual property.\textsuperscript{59} A state can therefore revoke a pharmaceutical innovator’s patent, only to learn that a foreign investor with standing under an IIA owned that patent, and has decided to seek damages for the state’s breach of its obligation not to expropriate foreign-owned investment.

IIAs also protect foreign investors from the indirect expropriation of their patents. Indirect expropriation refers to instances when an investor still holds legal title to its investment, but is substantially deprived of the use of, or benefits from, the investment as a result of state action.\textsuperscript{60} A state that issues a compulsory license for a foreign-owned patent, rather than revoking the patent, might find itself in breach of an obligation not to indirectly expropriate foreign investment. There is little certainty regarding what amounts to indirect expropriation, and where the difference lies between non-compensable, legitimate state regulation and compensable indirect


\textsuperscript{58} See id.


\textsuperscript{60} See RUDOLF DOLZER & CHRISTOPH SCHREUER, PRINCIPLES OF INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW 92–93 (2008).
Despite these uncertainties, one commentator notes that a pharmaceutical innovator whose patent is subject to a compulsory license in a foreign country may be able to seek relief for indirect expropriation under an available IIA, if (1) the terms of the license, and the level of compensation provided, are such that the drug manufacturer can claim “substantial deprivation” of its patent; (2) the compulsory license goes against the “legitimate or reasonable expectations” of the manufacturer; and (3) elements such as bad faith or discrimination influence the compulsory license.

IIAs become less useful to pharmaceutical innovators when a state denies a drug manufacturer a patent, instead of granting but then revoking a patent. In these cases, there is a question as to whether an invention that has not received a patent is an investment protected by an IIA. A few IIAs suggest that patentable inventions may be considered investments: the bilateral investment treaty between the United States and Jamaica, for example, includes “patentable inventions” in its definition of investment, while the Canada-Argentina bilateral investment treaty speaks of “rights with respect to” patents. However, many—if not most—IIAs include intellectual property rights in their list of investments only insofar as these rights are recognized by the government hosting the investment. This implies that inventions that have been denied patents are often excluded from protection under IIAs.

61 See id at 93 (“What was and remains contentious is the drawing of the line between non-compensable regulatory and other governmental activity and measures amounting to indirect, compensable expropriation.”).

62 Gibson, supra note 59, at 385–94. I take issue with the fourth factor in Gibson’s test, which calls for the patent subject to compulsory licensing to constitute an integral part of the manufacturer’s foreign investment. This factor is based on a mistaken assumption of what constitutes an investment. Under most IIAs, a patent itself is an investment. Therefore, in compulsory licensing cases a patentee need not show that its patent is an integral part of any other investment.


That said, a state that denies a pharmaceutical innovator a patent in an opaque, inconsistent or arbitrary manner might be in breach of its obligation to subject foreign investors to fair and equitable treatment (FET) under an IIA.\textsuperscript{66} The FET standard is broad, and its meaning is grounded in the specific facts and the specific treaty language of a particular case.\textsuperscript{67} Generally, it may be viewed as a guarantee by a host state to treat foreign investors in a transparent, consistent, and even-handed manner, so as not to affect the basic expectations of a foreign investor when it makes an investment.\textsuperscript{68} Several arbitral tribunals have reasoned that not all opaque, or inconsistent state acts violate FET—for an act to violate FET it must be grossly unfair, in a manner that “shocks . . . a sense of judicial propriety.”\textsuperscript{69}

One can conceive of certain circumstances under which a pharmaceutical innovator, subject to foreign state actions that limit its market exclusivity over a drug, may be able to claim a violation of FET. For example, an ambiguous patentability standard, arbitrarily and selectively applied in order to deny a manufacturer a patent, might constitute an FET violation, as might an arbitrary, uncompensated patent revocation. However the specific circumstances surrounding these cases, and the definition of FET in the available IIA, will ultimately determine if these state actions constitute FET violations.

C. Patent Protection under Other Agreements that Implicate Intellectual Property

Beyond IIAs, there is a less extensive web of agreements that both implicate intellectual property, and give foreign investors the ability to arbitrate against states that violate their treaty obligations. Many of these agreements are comprehensive preferential trade agreements, which encompass everything from investment and trade to environmental regulation and intellectual property.\textsuperscript{70} Since there is little consistency between the intellectual property commitments found in preferential trade agreements, and since as of this writing India has not yet signed a preferential trade agreement that implicates intellectual property,\textsuperscript{71} this note does not discuss the

\textsuperscript{66} See DOLZER & SCHREUER, supra note 60, at 119 (defining the FET standard).
\textsuperscript{67} See id. at 128.
\textsuperscript{68} See id. at 133–34.
\textsuperscript{70} See infra Part VI (noting several preferential trade agreements).
Indian anti-patent layering law’s interaction with these agreements until Part VI, which highlights that a draft of the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement, currently under negotiation, prohibits signatories from adopting laws that resemble the Indian law.

D. Most-Favored-Nation Provisions in TRIPS and International Investment Agreements (IIAs)

TRIPS, IIAs and preferential trade agreements do not operate in a vacuum—the protections that they provide pharmaceutical innovators may often be linked to other, more favorable protections. Article 4 of TRIPS states that with regard to intellectual property protection “any advantage, favour, privilege or immunity granted by a [WTO] Member to the nationals of any other country shall be accorded immediately and unconditionally to the nationals of all other Members,” with certain limited exemptions.72 Most IIAs possess similar “most-favored-nation” clauses, which guarantee that investments protected by the treaties will receive treatment at least as favorable as the treatment the host country grants to investments from any third state.73 These most-favored-nation provisions link together a country’s intellectual property-related commitments to other countries: a country that commits to pro-patent evergreening measures in a treaty with the United States, for example, will have to extend these measures to drug manufacturers from other TRIPS signatories, and from other countries with which it has signed IIAs.

IV. THE CHALLENGE OF LIMITING PATENT LAYERING AMIDST THE GLOBAL PATENT PROTECTION LANDSCAPE

The global patent protection landscape makes it difficult for countries that wish to restrict patent layering from doing so. Today, most countries are TRIPS signatories, and therefore must grant pharmaceutical product patents. TRIPS signatories must also grant patents to all new products that demonstrate an “inventive step” and are capable of “industrial application.”74 This limits the ability of signatory states to impose additional patentability requirements on pharmaceutical products.

watch.org/2013/03/12/leaked-ip-chapter-of-india-eu-fta-shows-trips-plus-pitfalls-for-india-expert-says/ (noting that India will soon conclude a preferential trade agreement with the European Union that will implicate intellectual property).

72 TRIPS, supra note 7, art. 4.
73 See DOLZER & SCHREUER, supra note 60, at 186. However, a foreign investor is unlikely to be able to use the most-favored-nation clause in a BIT to invoke a patent protection found in a trade or intellectual property agreement. See Andreas R. Ziegler, Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) Treatment, in STANDARDS OF INV. PROTECTION 59, 64 (August Reinisch, ed., 2008).
74 TRIPS, supra note 7, art. 27.
Countries that are subject to these limitations and grant patents for several aspects of a single drug—or grant patents for incremental improvements to a drug—will have difficulty retroactively addressing such cases of patent layering. If a country tries to revoke these “layered” patents, it is possible that the pharmaceutical innovator affected will be a foreign investor with a direct expropriation claim under an available IIA. If a country non-voluntarily licenses these patents simply in order to limit a drug manufacturer’s market exclusivity over the patented drug, it may both run afoul of TRIPS and face indirect expropriation claims by the manufacturer under an IIA; and, regardless of whether these compulsory licenses are justified, the country issuing them will have to “adequately remunerate” the affected drug manufacturer. In either of these situations, the country might face violation-of-FET claims under IIAs. Moreover, foreign drug manufacturers can take advantage of most-favored-nation clauses in TRIPS, IIAs, and other agreements that implicate intellectual property to secure the most favorable patent protections that the host country has committed to on the international stage.

Given the limitations imposed by the global patent protection landscape, countries that choose to restrict patent layering—either because they are low-income countries or simply because they wish to protect their generic drug industries—must be careful to craft anti-layering provisions that comply with TRIPS, as well as all relevant IIAs. Section 3(d) of the India Patents (Amendment) Act of 2005 can serve as a model for such countries—this provision is likely TRIPS-compliant, and, as this note argues, it steers clear of the protections that most IIAs grant foreign branded drug manufacturers.

V. THE SUCCESS OF INDIA’S LAW AGAINST PATENT LAYERING

A. An Introduction to India’s Law against Patent Layering

Shortly after India gained independence from Britain in 1947, the country’s first government decided to replace the colonial-era patent system with one that “was more conducive to national interests.” This eventually resulted in the India Patents Act of 1970 (the “Patents Act”). The Patents Act, like other contemporary patent laws in low-income countries, prohibited the patentability of pharmaceutical products. The prohibition was a deliberate policy choice; it allowed domestic drug

---

75 TRIPS, supra note 7, art. 31.
76 PAA 2005, supra note 13, § 3(d).
79 Id. § 5.
manufacturers to produce versions of existing branded drugs without fear of legal retribution, and it gave Indians access to lower-cost versions of branded drugs.\textsuperscript{80} Over the next few decades, the Indian generic drug manufacturing industry grew dramatically on the back of the Patents Act. Today, India is the world’s third-largest producer of drugs by volume.\textsuperscript{81}

By prohibiting patents for pharmaceutical products, the Patents Act stood in sharp contrast to contemporary patent laws in high-income nations, and these differences gained prominence when India joined the negotiations that eventually led to the establishment of the WTO. Throughout the GATT (later the WTO) negotiations that began in the late 1980s, India strongly opposed uniform, transnational intellectual property laws. Nonetheless, a declining economy in the 1980s persuaded India to become a founding member of the WTO in 1994; and as a WTO member, India reluctantly agreed to comply with TRIPS.\textsuperscript{82} Accordingly, the country’s parliament amended the Patents Act in 2005 (the “2005 Amendment”)—taking advantage of a ten-year transition period that TRIPS offered to low-income countries\textsuperscript{83}—and began granting pharmaceutical product patents.

The series of drafts that preceded the final version of the 2005 Amendment reflect Indian lawmakers’ concern about granting pharmaceutical product patents and their wish to limit the availability of such patents.\textsuperscript{84} These concerns gave rise to Section 3(d) of the 2005 Amendment, which prohibits patents for:

The mere discovery of a new form of a known substance which does not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that substance or the mere discovery of any new property or new use for a known substance or of the mere use of a known process, machine or apparatus unless such known process results in a new product or employs at least one new reactant.\textsuperscript{85}

An explanation accompanies Section 3(d):

\textsuperscript{80} See Lee, supra note 15, at 291.
\textsuperscript{82} Mueller, supra note 77, at 517–18.
\textsuperscript{83} See TRIPS, supra note 83, art. 65.
\textsuperscript{84} See Prashant Reddy, Pages from History: The Mysterious Legislative History of Section 3(d), SPICY IP (Nov. 9, 2011), http://spicyipindia.blogspot.com/search?q=mysterious+legislative+history.
\textsuperscript{85} PAA 2005, supra note 13, § 3(d) (emphasis added).
Explanation—For the purposes of this clause, salts, esters, ethers, polymorphs, metabolites, pure form, particle size isomers, mixtures of isomers, complexes, combinations and other derivatives of known substance shall be considered to be the same substance, unless they differ significantly in properties with regard to efficacy.86

Section 3(d) prohibits patents for new forms or derivatives of known substances that do not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that substance. This “enhanced efficacy” standard, which had “no parallel anywhere else in the world” when it was crafted,87 was drafted by a retired justice of India’s Supreme Court, and added to the draft of the 2005 Amendment with little explanation only days before it was debated in parliament.88 According to one commentator, Indian parliamentarians welcomed the standard, but were unsure of what it meant and what its ramifications would be as they debated and enacted the 2005 Amendment.89

Not long after its enactment, Section 3(d) came under attack. In 2006, India’s Madras Patent Office denied the Swiss pharmaceutical giant Novartis a patent for the beta crystalline salt form of a compound called imatinib mesylate, the key ingredient in Novartis’ anti-leukemia drug Glivec.90 The patent office based its decision largely on the grounds that the beta crystalline form was a salt of a “known substance”—imatinib mesylate—that failed to demonstrate “enhanced efficacy” over its parent compound, and therefore failed to meet the patentability requirement set forth in Section 3(d).91

Novartis appealed the patent office’s decision to India’s newly-formed Intellectual Property Appellate Board (IPAB), and challenged the constitutionality and TRIPS-compatibility of Section 3(d) before the Madras High Court.92 The latter court issued its opinion first.93 It found Section 3(d) to be valid under the Indian constitution,94 held that it lacked jurisdiction over the TRIPS issue,95 and declared that “enhanced
efficacy” in Section 3(d) meant “enhanced therapeutic efficacy.”

Employing the Madras High Court’s definition of enhanced efficacy, IPAB held that imatinib mesylate, though novel and inventive, failed to demonstrate enhanced efficacy over imatinib. Novartis appealed these decisions to India’s Supreme Court, and lost. The Supreme Court upheld the Madras High Court’s “enhanced therapeutic efficacy” standard, and agreed with the IPAB’s ruling that Novartis had not met this standard. The Supreme Court further held that the “enhanced efficacy” standard complied with TRIPS, given that agreement’s flexibility.

Novartis’ case has drawn the world’s attention to Section 3(d): critics of patent layering have hailed the Indian Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the law, while supporters of the practice, especially pharmaceutical innovators like Novartis, have decried the judgment, arguing that it will hurt India’s innovation and investment climate. Nuanced observers have noted that the decision discourages the least useful instances of patent layering, while still preserving an incentive for incremental innovation.

---

96 Id. ¶ 13.
99 Id. ¶ 189.
100 Id. ¶¶ 65–67.
B. How India’s Law Interacts with the Global Patent Protection Landscape

Novartis’ unsuccessful challenge of Section 3(d) has sparked considerable global interest in the anti-layering provision.\(^{104}\) However, for the Section to be a model provision for countries that wish to prohibit patent layering, it must be TRIPS-compatible, and it must not give foreign drug manufacturers grounds to claim relief under the expropriation or FET guarantees in an available IIA. Section 3(d) arguably fulfills both criteria.

1. Section 3(d) is TRIPS-compatible

The Novartis case has focused attention on the issue of Section 3(d)’s compatibility with TRIPS. A number of scholars who have analyzed the issue agree that the Section does not violate the agreement.\(^{105}\)

Article 27 of TRIPS stipulates that patents be available “for any inventions . . . in all fields of technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application.”\(^{106}\) Article 27 thus obliges signatories to grant product and process patents in all fields of technology and sets up three criteria—novelty, inventive step, and industrial applicability—for patentability. However, TRIPS does not define “novelty,” “inventive step,” or “industrial applicability.” TRIPS signatories therefore have some discretion over how to define the patentability criteria in a manner that suits their national interests.

Section 3(d) may be considered to be an alternative definition of the “inventive step” patentability requirement in Article 27. Viewed this way, it is by no means the only provision in the world to deny patents to insubstantial derivatives of known substances. In American patent law, an invention may not be patentable if it is obvious to an ordinary person skilled in the relevant art, in light of prior inventions and references. Employing this “non-obviousness” requirement, in 2007 the Federal Circuit invalidated a patent for a drug molecule because it was a salt form of a known substance, and because the salt itself had previously been employed for a similar purpose in another drug molecule.\(^{108}\)

Section 3(d) may also be viewed as derived from the “industrial applicability” requirement in Article 27. It is possible to argue that a derivative of an existing

\(^{104}\) See supra notes 101–103.

\(^{105}\) See supra note 15.

\(^{106}\) TRIPS, supra note 7, art. 27(1).

\(^{107}\) See id.

\(^{108}\) See Pfizer, Inc. v. Apotex, Inc., 480 F.3d 1348, 1364 (Fed. Cir. 2007).
substance has little industrial applicability if it fails to demonstrate “enhanced efficacy” over the substance.\textsuperscript{109}

Thus, Section 3(d) is arguably TRIPS-compatible. If, in its decision in the Novartis case, India’s Supreme Court had interpreted Section 3(d)’s “enhanced efficacy” requirement in a manner that effectively denied patents to all derivatives of known substances, then Section 3(d) would likely have run afoul of Article 27.\textsuperscript{110} However, the Court did not adopt such a broad interpretation of “enhanced efficacy” in its holding.\textsuperscript{111}

2. Section 3(d) does not conflict with protections available under most IIAs

\textit{a) Section 3(d) does not give rise to direct expropriation claims under most IIAs}

The “enhanced efficacy” standard in Section 3(d) is a patentability requirement—products that fail to meet this standard are denied patents. Therefore, under most IIAs, a foreign branded drug manufacturer denied a patent under this standard will be unable to show that it has an intellectual property “investment” that was “expropriated” by the act of patent denial.\textsuperscript{112}

Thus, for countries that wish to restrict patent layering, Section 3(d)’s patentability requirement is preferable to another anti-layering measure: patent revocation. Countries that grant patents to a foreign drug manufacturer for several aspects of a single drug only to \textit{then revoke} these “layered” patents risk facing direct expropriation claims, since most IIAs recognize patents as investment.\textsuperscript{113}

\textit{b) Section 3(d) does not give rise to indirect expropriation claims under IIAs}

Whereas acts such as compulsory licensing might give rise to indirect expropriation claims, a pharmaceutical innovator that is denied patent protection in a foreign state will find it difficult to argue that patent denial amounts to indirect expropriation.

According to the test suggested earlier in this note, compulsory licensing might amount to indirect expropriation. A patent is an investment; and compulsory licensing is a “substantial deprivation” of that investment. This substantial deprivation might amount to indirect expropriation if the compulsory license goes against the

\textsuperscript{109} FEROZ ALI KHADER, THE LAW OF PATENTS: WITH A SPECIAL FOCUS ON PHARMACEUTICALS IN INDIA 65 (2007).

\textsuperscript{110} See Basheer & Reddy, supra note 15, at 148 (“[C]are must be taken to ensure that [Section 3(d)] is not interpreted in a manner that no pharmaceutical derivative or incremental innovation is ever patentable; else the provision runs the risk of falling foul of TRIPS.”).

\textsuperscript{111} See Novartis Judgment, supra note 98, ¶191.

\textsuperscript{112} See Correa, Gibson, supra note 59.

\textsuperscript{113} See id.
"legitimate or reasonable expectations" of the manufacturer; and elements such as bad faith or discrimination influence either act.\textsuperscript{114}

Under this test, it is unlikely that patent denial under Section 3(d) will give rise to indirect expropriation claims under IIAs. This is because in patent denial cases, unlike in compulsory licensing cases, a foreign pharmaceutical innovator has no patent to claim as an investment. Consequently, it must argue that patent denial amounts to indirect expropriation of its overall investment or business. This is difficult to do: patent denial might force a pharmaceutical innovator to lower its drug prices to compete with generic competitors, and this in turn might affect the value of its business in a country, but this loss in value is highly unlikely to meet the "substantial deprivation" standard set by arbitral tribunals. The NAFTA tribunal in \textit{Pope & Talbot v. Canada} held that a foreign investor is substantially deprived of its overall investment if its host state (1) controls its investment, (2) directs the day-to-day operations of its investment, (3) interferes with management or the payment of dividends, or (4) takes any of the proceeds of company sales.\textsuperscript{115} Several subsequent tribunals have adopted this definition, thus indicating its influence in international investment law, despite the lack of any doctrine of binding precedent in the field.\textsuperscript{116} Under the \textit{Pope & Talbot} standard, patent denial does not amount to substantial deprivation of an overall investment: it does not lead to state control or management of a foreign pharmaceutical innovator, and even though it affects the sales of drugs, it does not take the proceeds of any sale.

Given that it is unlikely to substantially deprive a pharmaceutical innovator of its overall investment, patent denial under Section 3(d) is highly unlikely to give rise to indirect expropriation claims under IIAs. It is more likely that compulsory licensing, an alternative anti-layering measure, will give rise to such claims.

c) \textit{Section 3(d) does not appear to violate the Fair and Equitable Treatment Requirement under most IIAs}

There is uncertainty regarding the meaning of fair and equitable treatment (FET) in the international investment regime, and there is significant variation among FET clauses in different IIAs. Nonetheless, arbitral tribunals have noted that state acts and regulations should be given deference, and presumed not to be violations of FET, unless they are so grossly unfair as to offend a sense of “judicial propriety.”

The Indian Supreme Court’s judgment against Novartis made the meaning of Section 3(d)’s “enhanced efficacy” standard clear to pharmaceutical innovators. All patent applicants in the country can be expected to know of the standard and its clear—if controversial—policy objective: to restrict patent layering. Therefore, patent denial under Section 3(d) is unlikely to be so grossly unfair as to offend a sense of judicial propriety.

The NAFTA tribunal in *Mondev v. United States* would support this conclusion. Although there is no doctrine of binding precedent in international investment law, as noted above, arbitral tribunals often give weight to interpretations of investment treaty standards in prior arbitration decisions. The tribunal in *Mondev* agreed with the Canadian claimant that a Massachusetts law granting unincorporated government bodies immunity from tort suits was potentially unfair and could be subject to criticism. Nevertheless, it concluded that the law did not violate the FET standard found in NAFTA, since it was known to the claimant when it invested in Massachusetts, and since the policy implications of the law meant that the scope of its application was best left “for competent organs of the State to decide.”

It is possible that certain alternative anti-layering measures, such as patent revocation or compulsory licensing without adequate compensation, can violate FET guarantees in IIAs. According to one comprehensive definition of FET, found in the arbitral tribunal’s decision in *Tecmed v. Mexico*, foreign investors expect states not to revoke pre-existing decisions upon which they have relied or deprive investors of their investment without adequate compensation. Arbitrary violations of such expectations may therefore amount to violations of FET. Thus, countries that adopt retroactive anti-layering measures open themselves up to violation-of-FET claims.
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under available IIAs, especially if they fail to adequately compensate the affected foreign branded drug manufacturers.

Patent denial under Section 3(d) does not give rise to the same issues: Section 3(d) is a law known to foreign investors—as opposed to being an arbitrary measure—and patent denial under this law neither reverses a prior decision nor takes away an existing investment. Thus, if a branded drug manufacturer is denied a patent under this standard, and receives no remuneration, the standard should still be in compliance with FET guarantees in IIAs.

VI. THE GLOBAL RESPONSE TO INDIA’S LAW AGAINST PATENT LAYERING

Section 3(d) is an effective provision against patent layering, one that is both TRIPS-compatible and unlikely to implicate the protections available to foreign investors under most IIAs. For countries that wish to restrict patent layering, Section 3(d) is preferable to retroactive anti-layering measures such as patent revocation or compulsory licensing: these measures require governments to adequately compensate the affected branded drug manufacturers, and may expose countries to a whole host of claims by foreign branded drug manufacturers under available IIAs.

It is unsurprising then that Section 3(d) has attracted attention outside India. Two trends become apparent when one takes stock of the global response to the law. First, certain countries that wish to restrict patent layering are following India’s lead and adopting similar laws and regulations. In the years since India adopted Section 3(d), the Philippines and Argentina have introduced their own anti-layering laws and regulations. At the same time, countries that support patent layering, such as the United States, are employing preferential trade agreements to curb the spread of such laws. A leaked draft of one such agreement currently under negotiation—the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement (TPP)—requires signatories to reject Section 3(d)’s “enhanced efficacy” standard. If the final text of the TPP retains this provision, it will not only preclude signatories from across four continents from adopting Section 3(d)-like laws, but might help push pro-patent layering norms on the global stage.

A. Post-Section 3(d) Anti-Layering Laws in Other Countries

1. The Philippines

In 1997, two years after the Philippines became a signatory to TRIPS, the country’s Congress enacted a law, known as R.A. 8293, that prescribed a common, TRIPS-
compliant intellectual property code. In 2008, Congress amended Section 22 of this act, which lists non-patentable inventions, by inserting the following text:

[In the case of drugs and medicines, the mere discovery of a new form or new property of a known substance which does not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that substance, or the mere discovery of any new property or new use for a known substance, or the mere use of a known process [is non-patentable] unless such known process results in a new product that employs at least one new reactant.]

The amended Section 22 incorporates Section 3(d)—including its choice of words—into the patent law of the Philippines. Officials in the Philippines adopted Section 22 in an effort to increase access to drugs in the low-income country of ninety-five million, where drug prices continue to be five to thirty times higher than in India.

Indian generic drug manufacturers, together with non-profits working on drug accessibility issues, were quick to praise the 2008 amendment that incorporated the language of Section 3(d).

2. Argentina

In May 2012, Argentina’s Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Health, and its National Institute for Industrial Property published three joint resolutions that restricted the patentability of derivatives of pharmaceutical products. Among other things, the joint resolutions declare that the new salts of known active ingredients, and the
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derivatives of known substances, are no longer patentable. The resolution, which entered into force upon its promulgation, is applicable to all pending and future patent applications.

Argentina’s joint resolutions have largely the same effect as Section 3(d): they preclude branded drug manufacturers from patenting different aspects of the same drug, effectively preventing patent layering. In fact, Argentina’s resolutions impose a more stringent patentability requirement than Section 3(d), since they deny patents to derivatives of known pharmaceutical products even if they demonstrate enhanced efficacy. If Novartis were to apply for an Argentine patent for the beta crystalline form of imatinib mesylate today, it would almost certainly be denied a patent on the grounds that the product is a new salt form of the known active ingredient imatinib.

Indian lawyers and commentators have noted Argentina’s joint resolutions and its similarities to Section 3(d). One commentator sees Argentina’s measure as a sign that the “3(d) wave is spreading to other developing countries.” That said, because it denies patents to all derivatives of known pharmaceutical products, without any regard to efficacy, the Argentine resolution seems more likely than Section 3(d) to run afoul of Article 27 of TRIPS.

B. Pro-Patent Evergreening Provisions in Post-Section 3(d) Preferential Trade Agreements

Just as certain countries might want to adopt Section 3(d)-like anti-layering laws, countries with established pharmaceutical innovators, which support patent evergreening practices on the international stage, might want to prevent these states from adopting such laws. Since TRIPS came into force in 1995, the United States and the European Union—home to eight of the world’s ten largest branded drug manufacturers—have signed about two dozen free trade agreements with countries
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around the world. Critics of patent evergreening have called these trade agreements “TRIPS-plus,” since they accord pharmaceutical innovators greater rights and protection than are available to them under TRIPS.

The TRIPS-plus agreements signed since Section 3(d)’s enactment in 2005 extend pharmaceutical innovators’ period of market exclusivity over their drugs in at least two ways. First, they allow drug manufacturers to extend the lifespan of their pharmaceutical product patents in a country, typically by five years, to make up for regulatory procedures that delay the patented drug’s entry into that country. Second, these agreements prevent signatories from disclosing test data necessary for determining a new pharmaceutical product’s safety and efficacy for a period of a few years. This means that countries that are parties to these agreements cannot disclose the test data submitted to them by pharmaceutical innovators to third parties for a certain number of years. During this time period, since generic drug companies are unable to access the safety and efficacy data submitted by branded drug manufacturers, they must conduct their own clinical trials and submit their own safety and efficacy data in order to gain approval for generic versions of existing drugs. Since clinical trials are an expensive, time-consuming process, the prohibition on test data disclosure extends the period of market exclusivity available to pharmaceutical innovators.

Despite these market exclusivity-extending provisions, TRIPS-plus agreements, by and large, do not further broaden the patentability requirements found in TRIPS. The United States’ recent free trade agreements with Panama, Korea and Colombia, for example, reiterate the patentability standard in Article 27 of TRIPS, namely, that parties shall make patents available for “new” inventions that involve an “inventive step” and that are “capable of industrial application.”
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agreements are given the option of viewing “inventive step” and “capable of industrial application” as being synonymous with the U.S. patent law terms “non-obvious” and “useful,” but they are not required to do so.

Since this patentability standard gives countries considerable discretion in setting their patentability requirements, low-income parties to these free trade agreements, such as Panama and Colombia, can probably adopt Section 3(d)-like laws without breaching their obligations under these agreements.

The European Union’s recent free trade agreement with Peru and Colombia reflects the same patentability standard. Article 196 of that agreement states that no intellectual property-related provision in the agreement “will contradict or be detrimental to” the provisions of TRIPS; and the following article notes that parties may “make use of the exceptions and flexibilities” permitted by TRIPS, particularly to guarantee access to medicines. Thus, Peru and Colombia can adopt Section 3(d)-like laws without violating their treaty obligations.

C. The Pro-Patent Layering Provision in a Draft of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement

Given these recent TRIPS-plus agreements, one may assume that pro-patent evergreening countries have failed to notice, or chosen to ignore, Section 3(d)’s potential as a law that can limit pharmaceutical innovators’ market exclusivity over their drugs. However, the United States’ draft treaty for the on-going Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement (TPP) negotiations proves otherwise. TPP will be a multilateral trade agreement between the United States and several Pacific Rim countries, including low-income nations such as Vietnam and Peru. Negotiations between
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the states began in 2010, and as of this writing, the seventeenth round of negotiations was scheduled to be held in Lima, Peru in May 2013.\(^ {145}\)

In March 2011, before the sixth round of TPP negotiations were set to begin in Singapore, a website leaked the United States Trade Representative’s draft of the treaty’s intellectual property chapter.\(^ {146}\) The draft chapter, which likely reflects the United States’ negotiating positions at the time, contains intellectual property protections different from those in TRIPS and in recent TRIPS-plus agreements. In particular, Article 8.1 of the draft chapter declares that “Patents shall be available for any new forms, uses, or methods of using a known product . . . even if such invention does not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that product.”\(^ {147}\)

In doing so, it explicitly requires TPP parties to allow exactly what Section 3(d) prohibits, down to the choice of words: patents for derivatives of an existing substance that do not “result in the enhancement of the known efficacy” of that substance.

If Article 8.1 enters the final text of the TPP, it might be the first treaty provision to explicitly prohibit countries from adopting Section 3(d)-like laws. Considering the most-favored-nation provisions in TRIPS and IIAs, the benefits of Article 8.1 will be available to branded drug manufacturers in the European Union and other entities or states that may have existing trade agreements and IIAs with TPP parties.

If it is incorporated into the TPP, there are several ways in which the anti-Section 3(d) norm expressed in Article 8.1 can spread to countries beyond those that are currently negotiating the agreement. Jean-Frédéric Morin lists at least four ways in which TRIPS-plus norms introduced in bilateral and regional trade agreements can become global norms.\(^ {148}\) First, countries that sign onto TRIPS-plus provisions might actively negotiate similar provisions in treaties with third countries. Second, third countries might join existing treaties (such as the TPP) in order to take advantage of the overall trade benefits on offer. Third, countries that sign onto TRIPS-plus norms might form a strategic bloc in multilateral settings, and push other countries to adopt these norms. Finally, if enough countries around the world subscribe to certain TRIPS-plus norms,
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the World Trade Organization’s dispute resolution body might employ these norms to interpret provisions in TRIPS.\textsuperscript{149}

Article 8.1’s inclusion in the TPP may thus make it increasingly difficult for countries that wish to restrict patent layering from adopting Section 3(d). This will be an important victory for branded drug manufacturers and their home countries, as it will help keep the global patent protection landscape from tilting against their favor.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper goes past the India-centric view that has dominated the literature on Section 3(d), and holds up the law as an effective tool for countries that wish to restrict patent layering amidst a global patent protection landscape that makes it harder than ever to do so. The law’s ability to steer clear of TRIPS and IIA obligations—the major components of the patent protection landscape—can lead to its widespread adoption beyond India. However, countries that might benefit from enacting Section 3(d)-like laws might soon find that they are unable to do so, as a new set of international trade agreements beginning with the TPP change the landscape in favor of increased protection for pharmaceutical innovators.

\textsuperscript{149} Morin calls these the “Domino Effect,” the “Club Effect,” the “Coalition Effect,” and the “Interpretive Effect,” respectively. See id. at 178–186. Morin describes a fifth effect, the “Emulation Effect,” whereby countries embrace these norms in the belief that this will improve their ability to attract investment. Id. at 184. It seems unlikely to me that countries that wish to restrict patent layering will look upon states that have TRIPS-plus laws in such a manner.